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While the game chromatic number of a forest is known to be at most 4, no simple criteria are known for determining
the game chromatic number of a forest. We first state necessary and sufficient conditions for forests with game
chromatic number 2 and then investigate the differences between forests with game chromatic number 3 and 4. In
doing so, we present a minimal example of a forest with game chromatic number 4, criteria for determining in
polynomial time the game chromatic number of a forest without vertices of degree 3, and an example of a forest
with maximum degree 3 and game chromatic number 4. This gives partial progress on the open question of the
computational complexity of the game chromatic number of a forest.
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1

Introduction

The map-coloring game was conceived by Steven Brams and first published in 1981 by Martin Gardner
in Scientific American [11]. However, the game was not well investigated in the mathematics community
until Bodlaender reinvented it in 1991 [1] within the contexts of graphs. While the game has now been examined extensively [4, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17], and gone through numerous generalizations and variations
[2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15], we now present the standard version of the original vertex coloring game.
The t-coloring game is played between Alice and Bob on a finite graph G with a set C of t colors. In
the game, a color α ∈ C is legal for a vertex v if v does not have a neighbor colored with α. Play begins
with Alice coloring an uncolored vertex with a legal color, and progresses with Alice and Bob alternating
turns coloring uncolored vertices with legal colors from C. If at any point there is an uncolored vertex
that does not have a legal color available, Bob wins. Otherwise, Alice will win once every vertex becomes
colored. The game chromatic number of a graph G, denoted χg (G), is the least t such that Alice has a
winning strategy when the t-coloring game is played on G. Clearly χ(G) ≤ χg (G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1, where
∆(G) is the maximum degree in G.
∗ Supported
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In [1], Bodlaender asked:
Question 1 What is the computational complexity of determining the game chromatic number?
More than two decades later, this question remains open. We examine the following more restrictive
question.
Question 2 Does there exist a polynomial time algorithm to determine the game chromatic number of a
forest?
In [1], Bodlaender provided an example of a tree with game chromatic number 4 and proved that every
tree has game chromatic number at most 5. Faigle et al. [10] were able to improve this bound. They proved
the stronger result that any forest has game coloring number of at most 4. In fact, their proof implies that
if the coloring game is played with an unlimited set of colors, Alice can guarantee each vertex becomes
colored before 4 of its neighbors are colored. Thus, if the coloring game is played on any forest, Alice
can play in a way such that every uncolored vertex has at most 3 colored neighbors, thereby guaranteeing
every uncolored vertex has an available color if 4 colors are used. No previous literature has investigated
the distinction between forests with different game chromatic numbers, which is the topic of this paper.
Our proofs yield the following partial answer to Question 2.
Theorem 3 The game chromatic number of a forest without vertices of degree 3 can be computed in
polynomial time
In Sections 2 and 3, we highlight the basic strategies used by Alice and Bob throughout the paper. In
Section 4, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a forest to have game chromatic number
2 (Theorem 11). Because the necessary and sufficient conditions are trivial for forests with game chromatic number 0 and 1, Question 2 essentially reduces to the existence of a polynomial time algorithm
to differentiate between forests with game chromatic number 3 and 4, so the remaining part of the paper
investigates these differences. In Section 5, we present a minimal example of a forest with game chromatic number 4. Sections 6 and 7 provide criteria to determine the game chromatic number of a forest
without vertices of degree 3 (Thereom 24). Since the conditions in both Theorem 11 and Theorem 24 can
be checked in polynomial time, this will establish Theorem 3. Finally, Section 8 provides an example of a
forest with maximum degree 3 and game chromatic number 4 and Section 9 contains concluding remarks
and further questions.

2

Alice’s Strategy: Trunks and the Modified Coloring Game (MCG)

Suppose that F is a partially colored forest. We call R a trunk of F if R is a maximal connected subgraph
of F such that every colored vertex in R is a leaf of R. An example is shown in Figure 1. Denote the set
of trunks in F by R(F ). Observe that each uncolored vertex in F appears in exactly one trunk in R(F ),
and each colored vertex in F of degree d will appear in exactly d trunks of R(F ). By this definition, every
trunk contains an uncolored vertex except for the trunk composed of two colored adjacent vertices, and
every vertex apart from an isolated colored vertex appears in at least one trunk. With this in mind, we will
refer the unique trunk containing the uncolored vertex u as Ru .
The k-Modified Coloring Game (k-MCG) played on a partially-colored forest F , is the same as the
k-coloring game with the following exceptions:
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Ru

u

Fig. 1: An example of a partially-colored forest with six trunks, one of which is circled.

• Bob plays first, and
• Bob can choose to pass.
Lemma 4 Let F be a partially colored forest. If Alice can win the k-MCG on R(F ) she can win the
k-coloring game on F .
Proof: Playing the coloring game on a partially colored forest F is equivalent to playing the k-MCG on
R(F ) because every uncolored vertex in F has the same set of neighbors in R(F ) as in F . Alice will use
the winning k-MCG strategy as if Bob chose to pass on his first turn and never pass after that.
2
Lemma 5 Let F be a partially colored forest. If Alice can win the k-MCG on every trunk in R(F ) she
can win the k-coloring game on R(F ).
Proof: When the k-MCG is played on R(F ), Alice pretends a separate game is being played on each
trunk. Thus when Bob plays in a trunk, Alice responds by making a move in the same trunk using her
winning strategy provided that the trunk has a remaining uncolored vertex. If Bob colors the last uncolored
vertex in a trunk or passes, Alice chooses any trunk with an uncolored vertex and plays in this trunk as if
Bob chose to pass.
2
We now present the proof of Faigle et al. [10] using the language of the MCG.
Lemma 6 Let F be a partially colored forest and suppose Alice and Bob are playing the 4-MCG on
R(F ). If every trunk in R(F ) has at most 2 colored vertices, Alice can win the 4-MCG on R(F ).
Proof: We proceed by induction on the number n of uncolored vertices in R(F ) and note Alice has won
when n = 0. If n > 0, observe that after Bob’s first move there can be at most one trunk with 3 colored
vertices. If such a trunk exists, the trunk is a tree that has 3 colored leaves. In this tree there must be an
uncolored vertex of degree at least 3 whose deletion will pairwise disconnect the leaves. Since this vertex
has at most 3 colored neighbors, Alice can color this vertex with some available color. This creates a
partially colored graph whose trunks each have at most 2 uncolored vertices, placing Alice in a winning
position. If no trunk has 3 colored vertices and Alice has not already won, Alice chooses to play in any
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trunk that has an uncolored vertex. If this trunk has at most 1 colored vertex, Alice can color any vertex
to reach a winning position. If this trunk has two colored vertices x and y, Alice can color any vertex on
the unique x, y-path to reach a winning position.
2
Theorem 7 (Faigle et al.) For any Forest F , χg (F ) ≤ 4.
Proof: Every trunk in R(F ) initially has no colored vertices, so Alice can win the 4-MCG on R(F ) by
Lemma 6. By Lemma 4, this implies Alice can win the 4-coloring game on F .
2

3

Bob’s Strategy: The Expanded Coloring Game (ECG), Winning
Subgraphs, and Winning Moves

The k-Expanded Coloring Game (k-ECG) played on a partially colored forest F is the same as the kcoloring game with the following exceptions:
• Alice can choose not to color a vertex on her turn, and
• If Alice chooses not to color a vertex on her turn, she can choose to add a single colored leaf to F .
Lemma 8 Let F be a partially colored forest and let F 0 be an induced connected subgraph of F . If for
every v ∈ V (F 0 ), v has no colored neighbors in V (F ) \ V (F 0 ) and Bob can win the k-ECG on F 0 , then
Bob can win the k-coloring game on F .
Proof: When the k-coloring game is played on F , Bob pretends that the k-ECG is being played on F 0 .
When Alice colors a vertex in N (F 0 ) \ F 0 , Bob pretends Alice added an appropriately colored leaf to F 0 .
Similarly when Alice colors a vertex not adjacent to any vertex in V (F 0 ), Bob plays in F 0 as if Alice has
just passed.
2
When Bob is playing the k-ECG or k-coloring game, we call coloring a vertex v with α a winning move
if v is uncolored, α is legal for v, and coloring v with α will make some vertex uncolorable. Clearly Bob
can win if it is his turn and there is a winning move. If coloring a vertex v with α is a winning move and
it is Alice’s turn, Bob can win on his next turn unless Alice colors v or colors a neighbor of v with α.
We refer to two winning moves as disjoint if the distance between the two target vertices is more than 2.
If a forest has two disjoint winning moves on Alice’s turn, Bob can win the k-ECG or k-coloring game.
Hence when Bob wins the k-ECG on F 0 , there will be an uncolorable vertex in F .

4

Forests with Game Chromatic Number 2

We now classify all trees and forests with game chromatic number 2. What is most interesting here is that
the characteristics are actually different for the two classes of graphs.
Lemma 9 Bob can win the 2-ECG on an uncolored P5 := v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 .
Proof: If Alice colors a vertex of the P5 or adds a colored leaf to the P5 of some color α, Bob can color
a vertex at distance two away with a different color β. At this point, the vertex between the two colored
vertices has no legal color available. Otherwise if Alice chooses to pass, Bob colors v3 with α. Coloring
v1 with β and coloring v5 with β are now disjoint winning moves.
2
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Fig. 2: The graph P4+ .

Lemma 10 Bob can win the 2-ECG on an uncolored P4+ , shown in Figure 2.
Proof: If Alice colors a vertex of the P4+ or adds a colored leaf to the P4+ of some color α, Bob can win
by coloring a vertex at distance two away with a different color β. Otherwise if Alice chooses to pass,
Bob colors x4 with α. Since coloring x2 or x03 with β are both winning moves, Bob can immediately win
if Alice does not color x3 with β. If Alice colors x3 with β, coloring x1 with α is a winning move.
2
Theorem 11 Let F be a forest and let `(F ) be the length of the longest path in F . Then χg (F ) = 2 if
and only if:
• 1 ≤ `(F ) ≤ 2 or
• `(F ) = 3, |V (F )| is odd, and every component with diameter 3 is a path.
Proof: Suppose the condition in the theorem is not met by some forest F . Clearly `(F ) < 1 or `(F ) ≥ 3.
If `(F ) < 1, it is easy to see χg (F ) ≤ 1. If `(F ) ≥ 3, we consider two cases. If `(F ) > 3, P5 ⊆ F and
Bob can win the 2-ECG on the P5 by Lemma 9, which implies χg (F ) > 2 by Lemma 8. If `(F ) = 3 and
there exists some P4+ ⊆ F , Bob can win the 2-ECG on the P4+ by Lemma 10, showing χg (F ) > 2 by
Lemma 8. Otherwise if `(F ) = 3 and there does not exist a P4+ ⊆ F , we conclude |V (F )| is even and
some component of F is a P4 . Since |V (F )| if even in this case, Bob can guarantee that he will win the
game or that Alice will be the first to play in the P4 . If Alice is the first to play in the P4 , Bob can then
color a second carefully chosen vertex in the P4 to make the P4 uncolorable.
If a forest F satisfies the condition of the theorem, the initial trunks in R(F ) are the components of
F . Each trunk F 0 is either a P4 or has `(F 0 ) ≤ 2. It is trivial to show Alice can win the 2-MCG on any
trunk that is not a P4 . Thus Alice can win the 2-MCG on the subgraph G ⊂ F obtained by deleting all
copies of P4 from F . If G = F , then Alice can win the 2-coloring game on F by Lemma 4 and Lemma
5. Otherwise, there is at least one P4 in F . In this case, when playing the 2-coloring game on F , Alice
will follow her 2-MCG strategy on G for her first turn and every turn after Bob colors a vertex in V (G).
But whenever Bob colors a vertex in a P4 Alice will immediately color a vertex at distance 2 using the
same color. Because |V (G)| is odd, Bob cannot force Alice to play first in a P4 . Thus Alice will win the
2-coloring game on F with this strategy.
2
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Minimal Order Forest with Game Chromatic Number 4

While Alice can always win the 4-coloring game on every forest F , we have shown that 4 colors are not
always necessary. So we now wish to find a forest with the least number of vertices that requires 4 colors
for Alice to be victorious. We begin by proving a number of lemmas.
Lemma 12 If T is a tree with |V (T )| ≤ 13, there exists a vertex v ∈ V (T ) such that every component of
T − v has at most 6 vertices.
Proof: Choose v such that the order of the largest component in T − v is minimized. Let X be the set
of vertices in a maximal order component of T − v and let X = V (T ) \ X. Suppose |X| > 6. Then
|X| ≤ 13 − 7 = 6. Let v 0 be the neighbor of v in X; note that in T − v 0 , there are no edges between
vertices in X and X. Furthermore, there are at most 6 vertices in V (T − v 0 ) ∩ X and at most |X| − 1
vertices in V (T − v 0 ) ∩ X. Thus the order of the largest component in T − v 0 is max{6, |X| − 1}, which
is less than |X|. This contradicts our choice of v, so we conclude that |X| ≤ 6.
2
Lemma 13 If T is a tree on at most 7 vertices, T has at most 2 vertices of degree greater than 2.
Proof: Let S be the set of vertices of degree greater than 2. Observe that there can be at most |S| − 1
edges between vertices in S. We now generate a lower bound for the number of edges in T by counting
the number of edges incident to vertices in S and then subtracting the maximum number of edges that
could have been counted twice:
|E(T )| ≥ 3|S| − (|S| − 1) = 2|S| + 1.
Thus 7 ≥ |V (T )| = |E(T )| + 1 ≥ 2|S| + 2, which implies that |S| is at most 2.

2

Lemma 14 If T is a tree on at most 7 vertices, T has at most one vertex of degree greater than 3.
Proof: Assume otherwise. Then there are at least two vertices of degree at least 4 or more and there can
be at most one edge between these two vertices. Therefore,
|V (T )| = |E(T )| + 1 ≥ (4 · 2 − 1) + 1 = 8,
yielding a contradiction.

2

Lemma 15 If R is a trunk with at most one colored vertex and order at most 7, Alice can win the 3-MCG
on R.
Proof: We refer to a vertex v as dangerous if v has at least as many uncolored neighbors as legal colors
available for it. Alice can easily win once no dangerous vertices remain or when the graph has a single
dangerous vertex with at most one colored neighbor. If there are fewer than 2 dangerous vertices after
Bob’s first turn, Alice colors any remaining dangerous vertex in her next move to win. By Lemma 13
there can be at most two dangerous vertices in R, since a dangerous vertex must have degree at least 3.
We now consider the remaining cases where after Bob’s first turn there are two dangerous vertices:
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Case 1: Some dangerous vertex v has no colored neighbors after Bob’s first turn. Alice colors the other
dangerous vertex with any legal color to reach a winning position.
Case 2: Some dangerous vertex v has two colored neighbors after Bob’s first turn. Alice colors v with
any available color. Since the three colored vertices now lie on a P3 , the other dangerous vertex v 0 can
have at most one colored neighbor and Alice has reached a winning position.
Case 3: Each dangerous vertex has exactly one colored neighbor after Bob’s first turn. By Lemma 14,
we conclude that d(x) = 3 for one of the dangerous vertices x; we refer to the second dangerous vertex as
y. If x is not adjacent to y, Alice colors x with any available color to win. Otherwise, there must be some
neighbor u of x that is uncolored, not adjacent to y, and not adjacent to any previously colored vertex.
Alice colors u with the same color as the previously colored neighbor of x. At this point x is no longer
dangerous and y has one colored neighbor, so Alice has reached a winning positon.
2
Theorem 16 Let F be a forest such that |V (F )| ≤ 13. Then χg (F ) ≤ 3.
Proof: Let T be a largest order component F . By Lemma 12 there exists a vertex v such that every
component of T − v has size at most 6. Alice colors v, at which point every trunk in R(F ) has order at
most 7 and at most one colored vertex. By Lemma 15, Alice can win the 3-MCG on every trunk of R(F ).
Therefore, Alice will win the 3-coloring game on F by Lemma 5.
2
Lemma 17 () Let T be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 3 that may have an additional leaf v
not shown in the figure colored β. Then Bob can win the 3-ECG on T .

x'1

x'2

x1

x2

x''1

x''2

Fig. 3: A partially colored tree. The tree T may have an additional leaf v colored β that is not shown.

Proof: If the additional leaf v is adjacent to x1 or x2 , it is not difficult to verify Bob can win on his next
turn. Otherwise, we assume that v does not exist or is adjacent to either x01 , x001 , x02 , or x002 .
If Alice colors x1 or x2 , or if Alice adds a colored leaf to x1 or x2 that is not colored α, Bob has
a winning move. If Alice adds a colored leaf to x1 or x2 that is colored α, Bob may pretend that the
leaf does not exist, since it will not affect the legal colors available for any vertex. We now consider the
remaining cases where Alice passes, or where the vertex colored or leaf added by Alice is in the region S
of the graph, as shown in Figure 4. Also without loss of generality we assume the initial colored leaf v is
not present or is in one of the 3 depicted positions.
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x'1

x'2

x1

x2

x''1

x''2
S

Fig. 4: Region S where Alice might have played is circled and light gray vertices denote possible location for the
initial colored vertex v.

If β is not a legal color for x2 , Bob can color x1 with γ to win. Otherwise, Bob colors x01 with γ.
Coloring x001 or x2 with β are now winning moves, so Bob can win unless Alice responds by coloring x1
with β. If Alice responds by coloring x1 with β, Bob colors x02 with γ to win.
2
Theorem 18 Let T 0 be the tree on 14 vertices shown in Figure 5. Then Bob can win the 3-ECG on T 0 .
Moreover, T 0 is a minimal example of a tree with game chromatic number 4.

x1

x2

x3

x4

Fig. 5: The graph T 0 .

Proof: If Alice colors any vertex in T 0 , Bob colors a vertex at distance three away with the same color to
reach a winning position by Lemma 17. Likewise, Bob can immediately reach a winning position if Alice
adds a colored leaf adjacent to x1 , x2 , x3 , or x4 . Otherwise, without loss of generality we assume that the
colored leaf is a distance two away from x1 or x2 or that no colored leaf exists. One can easily verify by
considering cases and using Lemma 17 that Bob can win.
To see that T 0 is a minimal example of a tree with maximum game chromatic number, we simply note
that by Theorem 16, any forest with fewer vertices has game chromatic number at most 3.
2
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In fact, by considering different cases of maximum degree and diameter, it can be shown that T 0 is the
unique forest on 14 vertices with game chromatic number 4. In Section 8 we will consider an example of
a tree T with ∆(T ) = 3 and χg (T ) = 4. Hence, the existence of the tree in Figure 3 as a subgraph is not
necessary to force the maximum game chromatic number in a tree.

6

Forests with Game Chromatic Number 3 and the k-Reduced
Coloring Game (k-RCG)

In this section we provide a class of forests with game chromatic number at most 3. We prove this by
showing that Alice can win the 3-coloring game on any forest in the class. In the next section we show
that if F is not a member of this class, has no vertices of degree 3, and χg (F ) ≥ 3, then χg (F ) = 4.
Combined with the necessary and sufficient conditions for forests with game chromatic numbers 0, 1, and
2, this completely classifies forests without vertices of degree 3.
For a forest F , it is useful to consider the types of edges in the graph. We let E>2 (F ) := {xy ∈
E(F ) : d(x) > 2 or d(y) > 2} and E>>2 (F ) := {xy ∈ E(F ) : d(x) > 2 and d(y) > 2}. Thus
E>>2 (F ) ⊆ E>2 (F ). If F is partially colored, we define the Reduced Graph of F , denoted R0 (F ), to
be R(F ) − {xy : xy 6∈ E>2 (R(F ))}. It is important to note that R0 (F ) is generated by first looking
at R(F ) and then deleting edges based upon the degrees of the vertices in R(F ), not the degrees of the
vertices in F . The order is significant because a colored vertex may have high degree in F but will have
degree at most 1 in R(F ). Thus two colored vertices will never be adjacent in R0 (F ), and each edge in
R0 (F ) has at least one endpoint of degree greater than 2 in R0 (F ).
The k-Reduced Coloring Game (k-RCG) is the same as the k-coloring game except:
•
•
•
•

Alice can only color vertices of degree at least k,
Alice wins once every vertex of degree at least k becomes colored,
Bob plays first, and
Bob can choose to pass.

Lemma 19 If Alice can win the 3-RCG on R0 (F ) then Alice can win the 3-coloring game on F .
Proof: When the 3-coloring game is played on F , Alice pretends the 3-RCG is being played on R0 (F ).
Any move she makes in R0 (F ) will correspond to a legal move in the 3-coloring game on F since every
uncolored vertex of degree at least 3 has the same set of neighbors in R0 (F ) as in F . Any move Bob
makes in the 3-coloring game on F will likewise correspond to a legal move in the 3-RCG on R0 (F )
since E(R0 (F )) ⊆ E(F ). Hence, Alice can guarantee every uncolored vertex of degree at least 3 in
R0 (F ) will become colored, at which point every uncolored vertex in F of degree at least 3 will be
colored as well. Every remaining uncolored vertex of degree less than 3 will always have a legal color
available, so Alice can now abandon her strategy and color greedily on F to win.
2
Lemma 20 Let F be a partially colored forest. Alice can win the 3-RCG on R0 (F ) if for every trunk R0
in R0 (F ):
i) R0 has one colored vertex and does not have an edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )) OR
ii) R0 has no colored vertices and there exists a vertex v ∈ V (R0 ) that covers E>>2 (R0 ).
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Proof: We proceed by induction on the number n of uncolored vertices of degree at least 3 in R0 (F ) and
observe Alice has won when n = 0. When n ≥ 1, we consider the following outcomes of Bob’s first turn:
Case 1: Bob passes. If there exists a trunk with no colored vertices, Alice colors the covering vertex v
and reaches a winning position in the new reduced graph. Otherwise there must be a trunk R0 with one
colored vertex x and an uncolored neighbor x0 of degree at least 3. Alice colors x0 and the new reduced
graph is winning.
Case 2: Bob colors a vertex b in a trunk R0 that does not have an edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )). Observe that
every trunk in the reduced graph will now meet the inductive hypothesis except for possibly one trunk
that has no edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )) and two colored vertices x and y. If such a trunk exists, the neighbor
of x must be an uncolored vertex of degree at least 3; call it x0 . Alice colors x0 with any available color.
Because each neighbor of x0 had degree 1 or 2, x0 will be an isolated vertex in the new reduced graph, and
x and y will no longer be in the same trunk. The new reduced graph is now winning.
Case 3: Bob colors a vertex b in a uncolored trunk R0 and there exists some v ∈ V (R0 ) such that v
covers E>>2 (R0 ). Let d(b, v) denote the distance between b and v. If b = v, the resulting reduced graph
is winning. If d(b, v) = 1, Alice colors v and the reduced graph is winning. If d(b, v) = 2, Alice colors
v with the same color as b. In the reduced graph, every trunk fulfills the inductive hypothesis except for
one trunk that has two leaves of the same color that are both adjacent to the same vertex. However, Alice
can pretend that one of these leaves is not present, which will not change the legality of any possible play.
Thus, this position is equivalent to a winning position. Finally if d(b, v) > 2, observe that the neighbor
of b on the b, v-path, b0 , is an uncolored vertex of degree at least 3, as each edge in a reduced graph must
have an endpoint of degree at least 3. Further, because d(b0 , v) ≥ 2, the neighbors of b0 must have degree
1 or 2. So Alice colors b0 and in the resulting reduced graph, b0 will be an isolated vertex and b and v will
no longer be in the same trunk. Hence, the resulting reduced graph will be winning.
2
Theorem 21 A forest F has game chromatic number of at most 3 if there exists a vertex b such that once
b becomes colored, every reduced trunk R0 in R0 (F ) either
i) has one colored vertex and does not have an edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )) OR
ii) has no colored vertices and there exists a vertex v ∈ V (R0 ) that covers E>>2 (R0 ).
Proof: Alice colors b. Every reduced trunk is now winning by Lemma 20.

2

Determining if the vertex b required in Theorem 21 exists for a uncolored forest F is simple. If no trunk
(i.e. component) in the uncolored graph R0 (F ) contains disjoint edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )), b will exist. If
two or more trunks in R0 (F ) each contain disjoint edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )), b will not exist. If only one
trunk contains disjoint edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )), b must lie on the path between the edges if it is to exist.
Thus, 3 pairwise disjoint edges from E>>2 (R0 (F )) in a trunk of R0 (F ) will leave at most one possible
candidate for b that must be checked.
Although Theorem 21 provides sufficient conditions for a forest to have game chromatic number at
most 3, it is apparent that there are many forests that do not meet the conditions of Theorem 21 but still
have game chromatic number 3. For instance, the tree of 12 vertices that can by drawn by adding on
leaves to a P5 until every vertex on the P5 has degree 3. In the next section, we show that these conditions
are both necessary and sufficient for a forest to have game chromatic number at most 3 if the forest does
not have vertices of degree exactly 3.
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x

x1

x2

y

Fig. 6: Diagram showing part of R, which may have an additional colored leaf (not shown). Light gray represents
vertices that may not exist.

7

Forests with Game Chromatic Number 4

In any partial coloring of a forest F with the color set C, there is an implicit coloring function c : V 0 → C,
where V 0 is the set of colored vertices in V (F ). We thus refer to the color of a colored vertex v as c(v).
Furthermore, when we suppose Alice and Bob are playing the 3-coloring game on a partially colored
graph, we assume that the graph has been partially colored with the same set of 3 colors to be used in the
game. For any two vertices x and y in the same trunk, we will denote the unique x, y-path by Px,y .
Lemma 22 Let R be a partially colored trunk with two colored vertices x and y and possibly a third
colored vertex v such that:
i) c(x) 6= c(y),
ii) d(x, y) is even, and
iii) every vertex an odd distance from x on Px,y has degree at least 4,
then Bob can win the 3-ECG on R if Alice chooses to pass on her first turn.
Proof: Label the vertices as in Figure 6. Observe that the third vertex v can not lie on Px,y since R is a
trunk. Let xn be the vertex a distance n from x on Px,y . If the length of Px,y is 2, Bob can immediately
color an uncolored neighbor of x1 with a color different than c(x) and c(y), making x1 uncolorable. If
the length of Px,y is greater than 2, Bob can color x2 with a color other than c(x) or c(y), unless this is
prevented by v. This would create two new trunks, one of which will be winning by induction on Bob’s
next turn. Now suppose that the color and placement of v prevents coloring x2 as desired. In this case
c(v), c(x), c(y) are all distinct colors. Then Bob will use c(v) to color an unlabelled neighbor of x1 ; that
is, a neighbor which isn’t x2 . Coloring x2 or another unlabelled neighbor of x1 with c(y) are now winning
moves, so Bob can win unless Alice responds by coloring x1 with c(y). If Alice responds by coloring x1
with c(y), Bob colors x3 with c(x) to win.
2
Theorem 23 A forest F that does not have vertices of degree 3 has game chromatic number 4 if coloring
any vertex b produces a graph where some reduced trunk R0 in R0 (F ) either
i) has one colored vertex and an edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )) OR
ii) has no colored vertices and there does not exists a vertex v ∈ V (R0 ) that covers E>>2 (R0 ).
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y

v

x

Fig. 7: Diagram showing part of the trunk R0 . Squares denote vertices of degree at least 4 and circles denote vertices
of degree exactly 2.

x'

y'

x

x1

y

Fig. 8: Diagram showing an induced subgraph of F . Squares denote vertices of degree at least 4 and circles vertices
of degree exactly 2.

Proof:
Case 1: There exists a reduced trunk R0 in R0 (F ) that has one colored vertex v and has an edge in
E>>2 (R0 (F )). Choose xy to be the edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )) such that d(v, x) is minimal. If v is adjacent
to x, Bob can win by Lemma 17. Otherwise, observe that two adjacent vertices of degree at least 4 on
Pv,x would contradict our choice of x and two adjacent vertices of degree less than 2 would contradict x
and v being connected in R0 (F ). Thus we can conclude that every vertex an odd distance from x on Pv,x
has degree at least 4 and every vertex an even distance from x on Pv,x has degree exactly 2.
Bob now colors x1 , the neighbor of x on Pv,x , with a color other than c(v). This creates two trunks.
If Alice’s next move is not in Rx , Bob can color a neighbor of y and will win by Lemma 17. Otherwise,
Alice will not have colored in the other trunk Rv and Bob can win by Lemma 22.
Case 2: If there exists a reduced trunk R0 in R0 (F ) that has no colored vertices and there does not exists
a vertex v ∈ V (R0 ) that covers E>>2 (R0 ), then R0 has two disjoint edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )). Choose xx0
and yy 0 to be disjoint edges in E>>2 (R0 (F )) such that d(x, y) is minimal. If d(x, y) = 1, Bob can win
the 3-ECG on F by Theorem 18 and thus the 3-coloring game by Lemma 8. If d(x, y) > 1, observe that
two adjacent vertices of degree at least 4 on Px,y would contradict our choice of x and y and two adjacent
vertices of degree less than 2 would contradict x and y being connected in R0 (F ). Thus we can conclude
that every vertex an even distance from x on Px,y has degree at least 4 and every vertex an odd distance
from x on Px,y has degree exactly 2.
Bob now colors x1 , the neighbor of x on Px,y , with a color other than c(b). This creates two new trunks,
Rx and Ry , each of which can have at most one colored leaf other than x1 . If Alice does not respond by
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(a) T 0

(b) T 00

(c) H

Fig. 9:

coloring in Rx , Bob’s can win on his next turn by Lemma 17. If Alice colors in Rx (and not in Ry ), Bob
can win in Ry by the argument presented in Case 1.
2
Theorem 24 A forest F that does not have vertices of degree 3 has game chromatic number less than 4
if and only if there exists a vertex a such that once a becomes colored, every reduced trunk R0 in R0 (F )
either
i) has one colored vertex and does not have an edge in E>>2 (R0 (F )) OR
ii) has no colored vertices and there exists a vertex v ∈ V (R0 ) that covers E>>2 (R0 ).
Proof: If a forest meets the condition stated in the theorem, it has game chromatic number at most 3 by
Theorem 21. Otherwise, it has game chromatic number 4 by Theorem 23.
2

8

A Tree T with χg (T ) = 4 and ∆(T ) = 3

The motivation for this section arose from attempts to classify trees with game chromatic number 3. While
Theorem 11 completely classifies all trees and forests of game chromatic number 2, we still do not know
what distinguishes trees and forests of game chromatic numbers 3 and 4. Theorem 18 and Lemma 8 show
that whenever T 0 is a subgraph of a forest F then χg (F ) = 4. But this is not a necessary condition. The
tree T 00 in Figure 9(b) also has game chromatic number 4, but because the center vertex has degree 3, we
can see that T 0 is not a subgraph of it. We do, however, see three copies of the subgraph H (see Figure
9(c)) in T 00 . Bob exploits the subgraph H as in Lemma 17 to win the 3-ECG, and thus the 3-coloring
game, on T 00 . We wanted to determine if maximum degree was a relevant characteristic for classifying
game chromatic number 3. We conjectured that maximum degree alone is not relevant; specifically, that
there exists a tree with maximum degree 3 but game chromatic number 4.
In this section, we show that Bob can always win the 3-coloring game on a particular tree T . This is
sufficient to prove that χg (T ) = 4. When Bob is playing the 3-coloring game, we call coloring a vertex
v with α a winning move if v is uncolored, α is a legal move for v, and coloring v with α will make
some vertex uncolorable. We begin our proof that there exists a tree T with maximum degree 3 but game
chromatic number 4 with a sequence of lemmas.
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Lemma 25 Let T1 be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 10 where x can be colored with a color
γ different from both c(u) and c(v) and if a or b has a colored neighbor then it is colored γ. If it is Bob’s
turn, then Bob can win the 3-coloring game.
a

b
x

u

v

Fig. 10: Diagram showing T1 . The colors c(u) and c(v) aren’t necessarily distinct.

Proof: Bob will color the vertex x with γ, where γ 6= c(u) and γ 6= c(v). Coloring a and coloring b with
a carefully chosen color are now disjoint winning moves for Bob in the 3-coloring game.
2
Lemma 26 If there is an uncolored P4 subgraph in a tree T that is surrounded by a color α (that is, each
vertex on the P4 has a neighbor colored α and is not adjacent to any color other than α) and |V (T )| is
even, then Bob can win the 3-coloring game on T .
Proof: If Alice colors a vertex of the P4 with β 6= α, Bob can color a vertex of the P4 at distance two
away with a third color γ. This leaves a vertex with no legal color available, so Bob wins if Alice plays
first in the surrounded P4 . If Bob ever has to color a neighbor of the surrounded P4 , he may safely color
it with α so that the P4 remains surrounded. If Alice ever colors a neighbor of the surrounded P4 some
color other than α (so that it is no longer surrounded by α) Bob can immediately play a winning move at
distance two away from Alice’s move. Because |V (T )| is even, Bob can force Alice to play first in the
surrounded P4 , if he hasn’t already won. Thus Bob will win the 3-coloring game on T .
2
Lemma 27 Let T2 be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 11 where c(u) = c(v) and x, a, and b
can be colored with c(u). If T2 is a subgraph of T , |V (T )| is even, and it is Bob’s turn then Bob can win
the 3-coloring game on T .
Proof: Bob will color x with c(u). If Alice colors any neighbors of u, v, or x or colors either w or y with
any color not c(u), then coloring a vertex at distance 2 away from Alice’s move with a carefully chosen
color is a winning move for Bob. If Alice colors w or y with c(u), then Bob can color b or a (respectively)
with c(u) to create a P4 surrounded by c(u) and win by Lemma 26. If Alice colors a or b with c(u),
then she has created a surrounded P4 and Bob will win the 3-coloring game by Lemma 26. Alice’s other
possible moves are to color a, b with a color other than c(u), or to color a vertex outside of T2 . In the
former case Bob will color z with c(a) or c(b) (depending on which Alice colored), and in the latter case
Bob will color z with any color not c(u). In both cases this is winning for Bob by Lemma 25
2
In the proofs of the following Lemmas, Bob will frequently employ a strategy called a forcing move.
This is where Bob colors a vertex u at distance 2 from a colored vertex v to create a winning move on
the trunk containing u and v. Alice must respond in this trunk, or she will lose on Bob’s next turn. This
allows Bob to use a sequence of forcing moves to produce a desired subgraph.
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y

b

x
v

z
a

u
w

Fig. 11: Diagram showing T2 . c(u) = c(v) is an available color for x, a, b.

x

v

b
w

z

y

u
a

Fig. 12: Diagram showing T3 . By symmetry, we assume Alice colors a vertex to the right of the dotted line.

Lemma 28 Let T3 be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 12 where c(u) = c(w) = c(x) and
c(v) = c(y) = c(z), but c(u) 6= c(v). If T3 ∈ R(T ) and |V (T )| is even, then Bob can win the 3-coloring
game on T .
Proof: Since T3 is symmetric, we will only consider Alice’s move to the right of the dotted line. We label
the vertices on Pu,v with xi where i = d(u, xi ) so x0 = u and x9 = v. If Alice colors the neighbor of z,
then coloring x7 with a carefully chosen color is a winning move for Bob. If Alice colors b = x5 then Bob
wins by Lemma 25 since d(b, v) = 4. If Alice colors a, the neighbor of a, or any vertex not in T3 , then
Bob will color x7 with an available color other than c(v). Now Bob has a winning move in the trunk Rx8 ,
so his coloring of x7 was a forcing move. After Alice responds in the trunk Rx8 , Bob continues to play
as if Alice’s first move was to color x7 . If Alice’s first move was to color x7 or any other vertex c on the
right side of T3 (other than b, a case which is already covered), then Bob will be able to play a sequence
of forcing moves in the direction of u until Bob colors x4 with any color or x3 with c(u). Becase it was a
forcing move, Alice will have to respond to Bob’s most recent move in a trunk other than Rx1 . Then Bob
will color in the trunk Rx1 so that he wins by Lemma 25 or so that he surrounds an uncolored P4 with
c(u) and wins by Lemma 26, depending on if he last colored x4 or x3 .
Thus, Bob always wins the 3-coloring game on T if T3 ∈ R(T ) and |V (T )| is even.
2
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Lemma 29 Let T4 be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 13 where c(u) = c(w) = c(x) but
c(u) 6= c(v). If T4 ∈ R(T ) and |V (T )| is even, then Bob can win the 3-coloring game on T .

x

z

b
w

v

y

u

Fig. 13: Diagram of T4 .

Proof: If Alice colors a vertex not in T3 or one whose distance from the u, v-path is greater than 1, then
Bob can play as if Alice just colored v and make forcing moves towards u, winning by Lemma 25. So
suppose Alice colors a vertex whose distance is at most 1 from the u, v-path. If Alice colors any vertex a
other than b or y then Bob can apply a sequence of forcing moves towards u if d(u, a) > 5 or towards v if
d(v, a) > 5. If Bob makes forcing moves towards u, he will win by Lemma 25 if d(u, a) is even and by
Lemma 26 if d(u, a) is odd (Bob will be able to use c(u) on his last forcing move and then surround an
uncolored P4 with c(u)). If Bob makes forcing moves towards v, he will win by Lemma 25 or Lemma 27
depending on if d(v, a) is even or odd (respectively).
Now we consider when Alice colors at y or b. If Alice colors y then either Bob has an immediate
winning move, or can reduce to Lemma 29 by coloring z with c(v). If Alice colors b, then either c(b) 6=
c(u) or c(b) 6= c(v). Bob will win by playing a forcing move towards u with c(u) or towards v with c(v),
using whichever color is different from c(b). After Alice responds, Bob will win by Lemma 26 or Lemma
27.
2
Lemma 30 Let T5 be the partially colored tree shown in Figure 14 where c(u) 6= c(v). If T5 ∈ R(T )
and |V (T )| is even, then Bob can win the 3-coloring game on T .
Proof: If Alice colors a vertex not in T5 or whose distance from the u, v-path is greater than 1, then Bob
can either play forcing moves from u to v, or from v towards u, depending on which side will let Bob win
by Lemma 27 (Alice’s move may prevent at most one side from meeting conditions for that Lemma). So
suppose Alice colors a vertex whose distance is at most 1 from the u, v-path. The subgraph induced by
these vertices is symmetric, so we will only consider when Alice’s move is to the left of the dotted line. If
Alice colors some vertex x 6= y then d(v, x) > 5 and Bob can play forcing moves towards v until he wins
by Lemma 25 or Lemma 27. If Alice colors y, she must color it with c(u) or Bob can make an immediate
winning move. If Alice colors y with c(u) then Bob colors z with c(u) and wins by Lemma 29.
2
We are now ready to prove the main result of the section.
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y

u
b

v

z

Fig. 14: Diagram of T5 .

Theorem 31 There exists a tree T with ∆(T ) = 3 and χg (T ) = 4.
Proof: Consider three copies of T5 , we call them T51 , T52 , and T53 . Let T be the tree obtained from the
forest T51 ∪ T52 ∪ T53 by setting u1 = u2 = u3 where ui ∈ V (T5i ) is the vertex labelled u in Figure
14. Let v i ∈ T5i be the vertex labelled v in Figure 14. The tree T has maximum degree of 3, and
|V (T )| = 3(32) − 2 = 94 is even. This construction mimics the way T 00 (see Fig. 9(b)) is built using
three copies of H (see Fig. 9(c)).
Bob and Alice play the 3-coloring game on T . Without loss of generality, Alice’s first move is on a
vertex from T51 . If Alice colors u1 , then Bob can color v 1 using a different color and win by Lemma 30.
Otherwise, Bob colors u1 = u2 = u3 with any available color. If Alice’s second move is in T51 or T52 ,
Bob will color v 3 with a different color than c(u3 ). If Alice’s second move is in T53 , then Bob will color
v 2 with a different color than c(u2 ). In either case, Bob wins by Lemma 30.
Because Bob can always win the 3-coloring game on T , we have shown that χg (T ) = 4.
2

9

Further Questions

We provided criteria to determine the game chromatic number of a forest without vertices of degree
3. When vertices of degree 3 are permitted, the problem seemingly becomes more complex and no
classification criteria are known. We ask,
Question 32 Does there exist a polynomial time algorithm to determine if a forest with maximum degree
3 has game chromatic number 4?
Further, throughout the work done in this paper, we never distinguished between vertices of degree
exactly 4 and vertices of degree more than 4. This surprising observation leads to the following conjecture
and question.
Conjecture 33 If F is a forest, there exists F 0 ⊆ F such that ∆(F 0 ) ≤ χg (F ) and χg (F 0 ) = χg (F ).
Question 34 Let G be the class of graphs such that for any G ∈ G, there exists G0 ⊆ G such that
∆(G0 ) ≤ χg (G) and χg (G0 ) = χg (G). What families of graphs are in G?
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